
SAM SHEEP CAN’T SLEEP 
 

 
What do we do when we can’t sleep?  Sam Sheep lets his friends help him 
get “sleepy”.    The fun begins when his friends realize they’re all awake 
while Sam sleeps! 
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Adults have a little different attitude about going to bed at night than our 
children.  We look forward to getting a little “shut eye” and kids are afraid 
they’re going to miss out on something fun!  
 
 As we have fun reading about Sam Sheep and his sleeping challenge, have 
some fun talking about what kind of beds and homes animals really sleep in 
compared to the rooms and beds the animals the book have.  I’m not sure 
that I’ve ever seen a sheep or a pig sleep in a single bed before!!  Fun 
situations like this in a book help your child to develop a sense of humor and 
you can help to build that. 
 
Sam’s friends were there to help him so here’s another opportunity to talk 
about how important friends are…..whether you’re a human or a sheep! 
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